In this paper a method of interval images recognition and its connection with fuzzy sets are described.
Introduction
In this paper a description of a method of interval images recognition [1] and its connection with fuzzy sets [2] , [3] are considered. It was applied in a solution of some medical geography [4] , meteorological [5] and etc. problems. But now this method needs mathematical development to smoothen boundaries of recognition intervals and to adopt it to different applied problems.
Main idea of [1] is a construction of multidimensional segments (rectangles) which divide a class of recognized objects into subclasses. Each subclass has its own maximal segment and minimal segment embedded in maximal one. Segments confronted to different subclasses do not intersect.
In this paper for each subclass a membership function is defined. It equals: one in the minimal segment, zero out of the maximal segment and is redefined in an area between these segments using a similarity reason.
If a subject characterizes some catastrophical event (or its forerunner) then it may be predicted by sufficiently small meanings of a membership function because there is a large risk to miss this event. Vice versa to define limit parameters of some object it is better to increase meanings of a membership function.
Using geometrical reasons it is possible to calculate mean volume [6] of fuzzy set defined by multidimensional segments. A problem of mean volume calculation for general type fuzzy set origins from a data processing in geology and mining and is considered sufficiently detailed in papers on random sets [7, Chapters 5, 6] . Suggested definition of fuzzy set allows to adopt it to different conditions of applied problem and to avoid cumbersome procedure of a triangulation of convex set tightened on finite set of points. Last years in theory of fuzzy sets a necessity of such constructions is discussed in [8] , [9] .
Multidimensional segments
Assume that there is a finite set of m -dimensional vectors
Theorem 2.1 If indexes j, j satisfy inequalities
with zero Lebesgue measure. 
Proof. If indexes j, j satisfy inequalities
1 ≤ j = j ≤ p then for any i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, one dimensional segments [k i,j , r i,j ] , [k i,j , r i,] for all i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, coincide then their direct products coincide also. In opposite case there is at least single index i for which these segments have no more than single joint point and so their direct products intersect in a set with zero Lebesgue measure. Theorem 2.1 is proved.
Remark 2.2 If there are T classes of points in the space E m then using minimal m -dimensional segments it is possible to construct segments around points of all these classes. These segments coincide or have an intersection with zero Lebesgue measure but segments around points of different classes have an intersection with zero Lebesgue measure. This allows to apply such construction of minimal segments for a solution of the mapping problem which is one of the most important problems in geoinformatics and in data visualization.

Maximal segments. For any
and so for any j :
takes place. dexes sets {1, . . . , s 1 }, {s 1 + 1, . . . , s 2 }, . . . , {s l−1 + 1, . . . , s l = p}. Denote 
Theorem 2.3 If indexes j, j satisfy inequalities
It is obvious that for m = 1 a graphic of the function μ q (x 1 ) is a trapezium. Analogously with random sets [6] it is natural to define mean volume of fuzzy set V defined by m -dimensional segments in the space E m by the equality
It is not difficult to check that the volume V satisfies the
Here from Fubini's Theorem
Suppose that K 1 = {1, . . . , m}, K 2 is the set of all indexes pairs (k 1 , k 2 ), k 1 , k 2 ∈ K 1 , k 1 < k 2 , K 3 is the set of all indexes three-tuples (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ), k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ∈ K 1 , k 1 < k 2 < k 3 ; . . . , K m = (1, 2, . 
